Bulk Shipping Solution

Increasing Competitiveness
by Streamlining
Sophisticated Shipping
Operations
An integrated solution that
streamlines bulk operations and
management processes while
enabling prompt visibility of sales
performance and profitability.

OPUS Bulk is a comprehensive solution that caters to the full spectrum
of bulk shipping, starting from planning and budgeting, actual
chartering contract & fixtures, covering bulk operations and bunker
management, supporting full accounting processing of revenue
invoicing and expenses management. Its suite of performance
reporting features enables timely analysis and facilitates optimal
decision making.
Automated process such as email parsing and integration to Vessel
Reporting System (VRS) improves productivity by eliminating manual
data entry and increasing data accuracy - resulting in vital performance
enhancements.
Suited for bulk companies of any size, supporting both dry and liquid
bulk, OPUS Bulk is the ideal solution to increase operational efficiency
and maximize profits.

Incorporates global standards and best practises of bulk shipping
Enhances data and informational precision and reliability
Reduces operational cost with accurate forecasting and budgeting
Improves business agility with simulations and forecasting
Maximizes business efficiency with real-time information

CyberLogitec empowers the world’s supply chain
with advanced technologies that solve operational
challenges and meet the exacting demand of our
industry.
From maritime shipping operations, port and
terminal operating systems to logistics forwarding
and warehouse management, our integrated
solutions help your business respond swiftly to
changing operational needs. Our technology’s
advanced algorithms digitize and automate data
exchange to improve efficiency, competitiveness,
productivity, and service, no matter which part of the
global supply you operate within.
We provide a global service desk, so you are assured
of 24X7 customer support throughout the year.
Headquartered in Seoul, with subsidiaries in the
China, Europe, US and Vietnam, and a global sales
and marketing team in Singapore, you can reach us
easily no matter your geographic base.
Our mission is to provide our customers with a digital
foundation to achieve new heights of operational
efficiency, offer exceptional customer support, and
gain a competitive advantage for a positive impact
on profitability.

To gain a competitive advantage and improve
profitability, bulk shipping operators need to
digitalize their processes and raise their operational
efficiency while improving communications with
their vessels, establishing robust revenue
management & cost control, and maximizing their
business performance.
OPUS Bulk is the perfect solution for such business
transformation by instilling efficient planning in this
highly competitive and volatile market.

How OPUS Bulk adds value to your business
Improves productivity
Streamlines communications between key stakeholders like shipbrokers
and agents, reducing time wasted on manual consolidation of bunker
expenditures, operations, and port-related matters.

Enhances accuracy and reliability

A fast and accurate system that provides
real-time analysis to support decision making
The ability to create a detailed voyage
estimation based on business type

OPUS Bulk features intelligent processing to eliminate user errors, and
the advanced system ensures zero calculation mistakes. It provides
reliable interface processing and seamlessly integrates with the legacy
system.

Precise and real-time information
Ability to generate various analysis in real-time maximizes business
efficiency and helps business owners make better decisions.

A reliable solution that eases the monitoring
and planning process
Automated generation of voyage analysis
base on the data gathered from each step

Facilitates revenue forecasting
Budgeting and estimation capabilities enable timely analysis of profitability.

A Vessel Report System (VRS) that simplifies
reporting with automatic data transfer

Customizable and real-time performance
report

Enforces data integrity
Management of all bulk and voyage contracts and fixtures can be
centralized by incorporating electronic approval process.

Eliminates manual tasks
The Agent Portal System (APS) allows for communication and settlement of
port and bunker charges, reducing manual jobs and improving operations.

For a demonstration on how OPUS Bulk can improve your business’ profitability, please contact us at sales@cyberlogitec.com; for more
information on CyberLogitec and other solutions we offer, visit us at www.cyberlogitec.com.

